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The following high-level observations are based on a cursory review of existing digital properties – more specific recommendations would 
require further engagement, more careful analysis, and understanding of current challenges/objectives.

BRAND
FISHING BRAND (FB) is a much more earnest brand/product than its competitors (specifically OTHER FISHING BRAND, OFB). Key messages today focus 
on the quality of the baits (no overstock, etc.), the appropriateness of the selection (regional/seasonal), and the expertise associated with the company 
(a huge content library, the books now included in boxes, direct access to the company’s founder through regular live shows, etc.).

The brand feels assertive, a little gritty, and real – the Anthony Bourdain of fishing-gear brands (whereas OFB might be the Guy Fieri). There’s a lot to 
build on within the existing brand equity and the community of anglers that already know and love this product. Nothing feels fundamentally off.

MESSAGING
Notice the simplicity/clarity of key messages associated with OFB vs. FB. (slides 4 vs. 6). This is the most obvious opportunity for optimization for FB.
There’s an opportunity to clarify Brand Promise: consider dialing up the volume on your most compelling messages and minimizing others (e.g., only 
company 100% focused on Bass – is this a compelling differentiator? If not, consider eliminating)
There’s an opportunity to re-focus Benefits (to focus on emotional impact to consumer vs. product features)
There’s an opportunity to fully articulate a brand story (an ABOUT page is conspicuously missing from both OFB and FB’s websites). A brand story 
could serve as the organizing principle for products, services, content, and even community. FB is a very active brand in the digital space, but today 
there’s no narrative pulling all this activity together into a cohesive story. What is this company about? What’s the passion that drives it? What are its 
beliefs and values? Why should anyone care? The founder could play an important role in this story - carefully defining and articulating his 
connection to the brand could help better leverage his appeal while at the same time relieving him of the burden of being FB’s primary 
humanizing/relatable factor (more on this below).

TONE
The genuine quality of the brand gives it permission to operate in a range of tones and modes, as it already does. Unboxing videos (not too heavily 
edited, and including outtakes, for example) are fun and super-relatable. Videos about the experts behind the brand can be quite touching and high-
romance. Both types of content – and anything in between – seems to fit within a brand that feels authentic and human: just like a person (and just like 
fishing, really), FB can be credible in both fun and serious modes. 

Unfortunately, FB’s authenticity and its “human” quality hinge pretty heavily on its founder (just like OTF’s “fun” hinges on its mascot/persona). FB’s 
founder is a natural, engaging communicator, and the brand’s most charismatic attributes are actually mostly his. There’s an opportunity to explore 
extending his magnetism and voice across touchpoints and translating them into different tactics, so the brand’s relatability doesn’t rely entirely 
on content featuring him. 
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YOUR FISHING TACKLE SUBSCRIPTION

Quality fishing products delivered to your door every month. 
Cancel anytime.

Customize your tackle discovery experience.

#happydance

OTHER FISHING BRAND is the original monthly lure subscription service. We have 
featured over a hundred different brands in our boxes and have introduced tens of 
thousands of anglers to new products they have come to love. We ship out over 2 million 
baits a year and we continue to grow as our customers love getting their boxes every 
month. In fact, we're often told that it feels like Christmas once a month!

So start changing the way you discover new lures and learn new fishing techniques and 
subscribe to OTHER FISHING BRAND today!
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OFB sells an enjoyable experience 
for customers interested in fishing.

Customer-centered messaging throughout (it’s all about YOU):

YOUR fishing tackle subscription
Quality products delivered to YOUR door
Customize YOUR tackle discovery experience
Change the way YOU discover new lures

Ultimately, the brand promises FUN and JOY: 

Because we’re fun-loving (Karl is a major proof point), we will 
make the experience of shopping for fishing gear fun for YOU.

You won’t just get new lures – we will help you DISCOVER them, 
and you will LOVE them.

Better yet, this is a subscription, so the fun will keep coming … 
It’s like Christmas once a month! #happydance 



A CAREFULLY CRAFTED BOX TO HELP YOU FISH BETTER

The best baits for where you fish.

Tell us where you're fishing and we'll recommend the right products for landing your 
personal best.

Are you new to fishing or just want to get better?
Each month, you'll get a carefully crafted box to help you fish better.

#thebetterbox

FISHING BRAND is the only fishing subscription box company that is 100% focused on bass 
fishing. We know bass fishing and we know it better than other subscription box company 
on the planet.

Sign up today and tell us which part of the United States you live and fish in.  We'll 
immediately select the best bait for the area of the country where you fish, so that you can 
catch bigger bass, every time you hit the water. 

At FB we have an entire team of experts who have 1 job to do... and that's to recommend 
the baits we send to you each month.  Our team is comprised of a 2-time Bassmaster 
Classic Champion, an FLW Forrest Wood Cup Champion, current elite tournament Pros, 
industry experts & some of your favorite YouTube fishing stars.  

Every bait or terminal tackle that you'll receive is carefully selected for you and is ready to 
use on the ponds, lakes & rivers you fish, and at the time of year that you receive it.  We're 
bass fisherman, and we know that the baits you'd throw in Florida right now, are not the 
same baits you'd throw in say New York.  And that's why we've assembled this team for you.

Join today and get your kit containing the best baits for the places where you live and fish! 
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FB sells an expertly crafted box, tailored 
by region, for anglers at all levels.

Messaging centered on FB’s expertise and product quality throughout (it’s all 
about OUR ability to help you):

The BEST BAITS for where you fish
A CAREFULLY CRAFTED box
Tell US where you’re fishing, and WE will recommend …
WE will select the best bait
WE have an entire team
WE are bass fishermen
WE know
WE have assembled

Ultimately, the brand promises EXPERTISE and perhaps eventually BIGGER 
BASS (or at least “YOUR PERSONAL BEST”)

We’re not just selling you a “random collection of baits.” This box is a 
CAREFULLY CRAFTED product selection that is TAILORED TO YOUR 
REGION and will help you FISH BETTER, catch BIGGER FISH, or land YOUR 
PERSONAL BEST – whether you’re JUST GETTING STARTED or an EXPERT. 

KEY MESSAGING  |  FB



ATTRIBUTES

BRAND

BRAND TAGLINE + 
PROMISE

RTBs BENEFITS CTA
LOOK/
TONE/
FEEL

BRAND
SPOKESPERSON

#

Your fishing tackle 
subscription

Quality fishing products 
delivered to your door 
every month. Cancel 
anytime.

We have featured 
over a hundred 
different brands in 
our boxes

We ship out over 2 
million baits a year 
and we continue to 
grow 

You will love getting 
your box – Christmas 
once a month!

We will help you 
discover new lures 
and learn new 
fishing techniques 

Customize your 
tackle discovery 
experience.

Simple
Whimsical
Humorous
Cartooney

Karl

Style is 
performative; 
best suits a 
comedy skit
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A carefully crafted box to 
help you fish better

The best baits for where 
you fish – no other 
company does this

Only fishing subscription 
box company that is 100% 
focused on bass fishing

Highly accomplished 
team of pros

You can catch 
bigger bass, every 
time you hit the 
water. 

Tell us where 
you're fishing and 
we'll recommend 
the right products 
for landing your 
personal best.

Bold
Rugged
No-nonsense
Genuine

Rick

Style is relaxed 
and high-
energy; 
best suits an 
AM radio talk 
show 
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BRAND SPOKESPERSON NOTES



Karl is OFB’s vehicle for 
storytelling – he gives the brand 
permission and occasion to 
deliver one of its key benefits: 
fun.

The OFB brand serves as a friendly but mostly 
neutral backdrop to Karl’s silly, fun-loving, intrepid 
persona. He speaks for the brand, but the brand 
is larger than him and can speak with a different 
voice if/when needed. 

This distance between the character and the brand 
is useful – it gives OFB the flexibility to speak in its 
consumers’ voice (through Karl, who’s presented as 
a very passionate, yet fairly incompetent angler -
your average “fun friend”), but also to distance itself 
from him and position its own expertise as a 
resource for anglers. 



Karl is the personal connection, the fun thread that runs through every 
aspect of the brand – from branding (he’s ambiguously featured in the 
logo), to expertise (Karl’s blog), to packaging (illustrated box), to 
pricing (reduced prices for “Karl’s Club” members) .  

FB’s founder serves a similar (though less prominent) role within FB. 
There’s an opportunity to explore the attributes he brings to the 
brand, translate them into other tactics, and have them reach 
deeper into products/services/content.


